
The Explorer

1 All you have to do is to look at a new born child and watch their eyes move around.

We really had with the backpacks, what we needed to survive. 

I wasn’t one of those absolute naturals but since childhood I’d seen pictures of the 
great explorers and I felt like that I’d like to plant the flag. 

We were pushing the limits pretty close. 

People will always have a desire to explore what they haven’t seen.

6 We really had with the backpacks, what we needed to survive. 

Feelings are not something we have recorders for. 

It took 8 days altogether. Yeah, we barely made it but we did make it. 

We want to see, to explore.  We as human beings need that.

But human beings I find, are just not apt to back away from something that is a 
challenge.

The 3 of us, we were very fiery people. The bug was on our back to perform.
 

12 Whether it is above us, on the surface or down in the depths of the ocean.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bxp4g4tWL9IvUkxLekZSQ0NGNFk/view?usp=sharing


The Explorer (answer key)

1 All you have to do is to look at a new born child and watch their eyes move around.

   2 We want to see, to explore.  We as human beings need that. 

3
I wasn’t one of those absolute naturals but since childhood I’d seen pictures of the 
great explorers and I felt like that I’d like to plant the flag. 

4 The 3 of us, we were very fiery people. The bug was on our back to perform.

5 We really had with the backpacks, what we needed to survive. 

6 There’s a little bit of danger, uhhh… in the unknown.

7 But human beings I find, are just not apt to back away from something that is a 
challenge.

8 It took 8 days altogether. Yeah, we barely made it but we did make it. 

9 We were pushing the limits pretty close. 

10 Feelings are not something we have recorders for. 

11 People will always have a desire to explore what they haven’t seen.
 

12 Whether it is above us, on the surface or down in the depths of the ocean.

Have students research these explorers and present to the class their findings. 

Roald Amundsen     Neil Armstrong   Daniel Boone  Christopher Columbus  

Captain James Cook   Hernan Cortes   Vasco da Gama   Sir Francis Drake

Edmund Hillary   Henry Hudson    Lewis and Clark     Ferdinand Magellan

Francisco Pizarro    Marco Polo   Sacagawea    Spanish Conquistadores  Zheng He

http://www.ducksters.com/biography/explorers/zheng_he.php
http://www.ducksters.com/biography/explorers/spanish_conquistadores.php
http://www.ducksters.com/biography/explorers/sacagawea.php
http://www.ducksters.com/biography/marco_polo.php
http://www.ducksters.com/biography/explorers/francisco_pizarro.php
http://www.ducksters.com/biography/explorers/ferdinand_magellan.php
http://www.ducksters.com/biography/explorers/lewis_and_clark.php
http://www.ducksters.com/biography/explorers/henry_hudson.php
http://www.ducksters.com/biography/explorers/edmund_hillary.php
http://www.ducksters.com/biography/explorers/sir_francis_drake.php
http://www.ducksters.com/biography/explorers/vasco_da_gama.php
http://www.ducksters.com/biography/explorers/hernan_cortes.php
http://www.ducksters.com/biography/explorers/captain_james_cook.php
http://www.ducksters.com/biography/explorers/christopher_columbus.php
http://www.ducksters.com/biography/explorers/daniel_boone.php
http://www.ducksters.com/biography/explorers/neil_armstrong.php
http://www.ducksters.com/biography/explorers/roald_amundsen.php
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A Famous Explorer




